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Tell Me You're Mine
2020-12

a chance encounter between a secretive billionaire and a plus size pr expert could be
the perfect solution to both their problems or a delicious scandal in the making in new
york times best selling author j s scott s new british billionaires series i am the
type of woman who always plays it safe in my professional life as a public relations
fixer and in my personal life especially when it comes to the opposite sex really who
needs the wild highs and the i want to die because he left me lows of a relationship at
least that s what i thought until i met him damian no last name given is sexy as sin
and i d developed some kind of weird instant attraction to him the moment he settled
his chiseled body next to mine on a flight from london to los angeles his sexy british
accent did crazy things to my previously dormant female hormones which had eventually
led me to do the most impulsive thing i d ever done in my entire life i kissed him
while everyone else in business class was sleeping or had he kissed me all i knew was
that we were both very willing participants and that panty melting embrace had rocked
my entire world while it was happening unfortunately that moment of spontaneity would
haunt me once i found out mr british hottie s true identity he d held his last name
back for a reason oh no i couldn t make some once in a lifetime misstep with an
ordinary businessman when i screwed up it had to be one for the record books and it had
to happen with one of the most powerful men in the world and oh yeah he also absolutely
had to be the biggest man whore on the planet once i knew the truth i could have easily
convinced myself that the kiss wasn t all that earthshattering if damian lancaster hadn
t boldly swaggered into my office the very next day to apologize and to make me a
business offer i couldn t possibly refuse goodbye sanity hello madness

The Billionaire's Obsession:
2013-12

down on her luck nursing student and full time waitress kara foster gets a massive blow
to her already desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on the
streets needing nothing less than a miracle to save her kara gets rescue from an
unknown unlikely and overwhelming source billionaire simon hudson makes her an offer
that is impossible to refuse but terrifying to accept from a man that she s never met
will the handsome alpha billionaire really be a solution to her problems or will he end
up being a major complication and a danger to her emotional sanity reclusive
billionaire simon hudson would rather be behind a computer creating computer games than
rubbing elbows with the elite and he knows exactly what he wants until he meets kara
foster something about kara touches simon in ways he s never experienced and definitely
doesn t like for over a year simon watches over kara but stubbornly refuses to admit
his desire to possess her not even to himself but when she ends up in a situation that
could very well be her destruction simon steps up to help her not realizing that in
saving kara he might very well be salvaging his own soul the billionaire s obsession
series the billionaire s obsession simon heart of the billionaire sam the billionaire s
salvation max the billionaire s game kade billionaire undone travis billionaire
unmasked jason billionaire untamed tate billionaire unbound chloe billionaire undaunted
zane billionaire unknown blake billionaire unveiled marcus billionaire unloved jett
billionaire unchallenged carter
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Tell Me I'm Yours
2021-06-14

is there more to the spoiled entitled british billionaire man whore than what i see on
the surface i really want to hate dylan lancaster he hurt my best friend and nearly
destroyed her relationship with his identical twin brother so i decide that someone
needs to rein him in so he doesn t try to demolish the couple completely before their
wedding takes place unfortunately the only woman who would try to take on that
impossible task is me it s only six weeks right surely i can tolerate the womanizing
obnoxious jerk and keep him out of trouble so that no more of his scandals hit the
media before his brother s wedding i m a public relations crisis manager squashing bad
press is what i do and i do it extremely well for my high profile clients what i don t
count on is actually starting to like the glimpses of the real dylan i begin to see
underneath all of his cynicism nor did i ever imagine that i d become so attracted to
him that i could barely breathe every time he gets close to me dylan is a man who has
suffered profound emotional pain i can sense it i can feel it the question is can i
possibly reach the real dylan lancaster before it s too late

Enamored
2020-04

like his brothers and sisters seth sinclair went from blue collar to billionaire
overnight and he s decided to invest in what he knows best construction there s only
one thing in his way the endangered birds nesting on a piece of prime beachfront real
estate and fighting for the birds is riley montgomery a stubborn pain in the ass drop
dead gorgeous environmental lawyer the worst part seth will do anything to keep her
around even if it means hiring her to be his fake girlfriend

Mine for Tonight
2012-09-24

down on her luck nursing student and full time waitress kara foster gets a massive blow
to her already desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on the
streets needing nothing less than a miracle to save her kara gets rescue from an
unknown unlikely and overwhelming source billionaire simon hudson makes her an offer
that is impossible to refuse but terrifying to accept from a man that she s never met
will the handsome alpha billionaire really be a solution to her problems or will he end
up being a major complication and a danger to her emotional sanity reclusive
billionaire simon hudson would rather be behind a computer creating computer games than
rubbing elbows with the elite and he knows exactly what he wants until he meets kara
foster something about kara touches simon in ways he s never experienced and definitely
doesn t like for over a year simon watches over kara but stubbornly refuses to admit
his desire to possess her not even to himself but when she ends up in a situation that
could very well be her destruction simon steps up to help her not realizing that in
saving kara he might very well be salvaging his own soul
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Billionaire Undercover
2020-06-30

one geology intern who desperately needs to be rescued from a hostage situation one
billionaire who has the capability to save her life two people who are inexplicably
drawn to each other even though they have almost nothing in common taylor just when i
thought i was destined to die in a foreign country after being kidnapped while doing a
geological exploration a mysterious rescuer shows up just in time to save my life
unfortunately my liberator also happens to be the co ceo of montgomery mining my
employer and a billionaire with an attitude at first glance hudson montgomery seems
like the quintessential gorgeous billionaire with plenty of money to burn and no
concern for anyone but himself the arrogant billionaire i could handle but i wasn t
quite so sure how to deal with the amazing guy i discovered once i looked past the
superficial exterior the one who stayed by my side as i recovered mentally and
physically from the trauma of being a hostage there was so much more to hudson than
just billions of dollars a prestigious last name and a very handsome face when the
white hot chemistry between the two of us finally explodes do i trust the man i ve come
to know or do i accept that hudson montgomery is the same guy the rest of the world
sees

Enchanted
2020

a wall street journal bestseller opposites resist and attract under the cancún sun in
this emotional accidental billionaires novel by new york times bestselling author j s
scott years ago noah sinclair promised his dying mother that he d stay strong and work
hard for his younger brothers and sisters even with the sinclairs newfound wealth noah
has never steered from that blue collar drive his siblings think it s time with the
gift of a cancún vacation to noah being forced to relax isn t bliss it s a chore
especially under the watch of a beautiful family friend enlisted to make sure every
laptop under the sun stays closed all andie has to do is convince a handsome
billionaire to take a deep breath it should be a dream for the bohemian travel writer
if noah a workhorse so resistant to change weren t spoiling for a fight but no matter
how hard noah pushes her away andie is pushing back she promised she d teach noah to
embrace every pleasure in life it s a promise she made to herself once too what begins
as a battle of wills becomes a chance for noah and andie to open their hearts and share
their fears night after intimate night it s the last thing they expected from cancún
and it s what they need the most even if it isn t supposed to be forever

The Billionaire's Obsession
2013-04

collects four novellas previously issued in the billionaire s obsession series

Endeared
2020

there s no such thing as a casual romance in this unforgettable accidental billionaires
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novel by new york times bestselling author j s scott after finishing a hard won medical
residency owen sinclair now lives his dream as a family physician the windfall that
brought him newfound wealth has also made handsome dr sinclair the town s most eligible
bachelor but owen s eyes are on layla his onetime best friend his clinic s dedicated
nurse practitioner and the one woman in citrus beach who has no interest in either his
body or his billions in high school owen and layla were always there for each other
layla could confess almost anything to him but wanting more than friendship was a
confession too far and layla s teenage longing was crushed in a heartbeat two buried
hurts are now in need of mending and owen has a proposition if layla is game it s a
matter of trust as they discover so much more about the past each other and themselves
it s not too late maybe they can make up for lost time a love this true is worth the
wait

Entangled
2019

a wall street journal bestseller there s nothing richer than a second chance in the
steamy second book of new york times bestselling author j s scott s accidental
billionaires series aiden sinclair was a commercial fisherman before he suddenly came
into his billionaire inheritance not that he s complaining being a sinclair does have
its perks but things were simpler before the money he may have been dirt poor but he
loved his job and fully intended to always come back from the sea to his girlfriend
skye weston so they could move toward something more permanent or at least that had
been the plan until he returned from a two month fishing trip to discover she had moved
away and was marrying somebody else it tore his world apart now skye s back in town
after nearly a decade she s a single mother and just as beautiful as ever however for
some odd reason she appears to hate him when it should be aiden who wants nothing to do
with the woman who dumped him unfortunately more than nine years of separation have
done nothing to put a damper on their white hot chemistry but even if those feelings
are real skye has been keeping secrets the truth of the past is about to come to light
and there is so much more at stake than just aiden s heart

Billionaire Unexpected Jax
2021-03

i never expected the man i saw as nothing but a billionaire player to be the only
person who could rescue me from near insanity one moment everything was perfect i was
finally dr harlow lewis research geoscientist and i was actually employed at montgomery
mining laboratories the crème de la crème of labs for my specialty i also had good
friends a supportive parent and a budding relationship with a great guy add all of
those things together and it was impossible for my existence to be anything less than
ideal i had exactly the life i d always wanted until it wasn t i guess i never realized
that brief periods of perfection could instantly be followed by a nine day horrific
hostage situation that would forever change the woman i d been before that incident
oddly after my release the only person who knew that i was struggling to get my life
back was jaxton montgomery my billionaire boss and the king of one nighters not exactly
the perfect confidante right the two of us barely spoke unless it was company business
especially after i d turned down a date with him two years earlier what rational female
would want to have dinner with a man who was known for his one and done dating behavior
maybe jax wasn t the guy i would have chosen to be the person who would drag me out of
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the darkness and back into life again but he was the only one stubborn enough to do it
he systematically broke down all of defenses until i reached out and clung to him like
he was the only lifeline i had it wasn t until i got to know him that i realized that
jax was so much more than the playboy he was portrayed to be in the gossip columns he
was patient he didn t judge and he had a wicked sense of humor even stranger he
understood what i was going through even when i didn t understand it myself
unfortunately he was also the hottest guy i d ever met and as our bizarre friends but
not really friends relationship continued it was getting harder and harder to fight the
intense chemistry between the two of us what happens when a guy you thoroughly disliked
just a few months ago suddenly becomes your everything jax had helped me claw my way
back into my life but was i brave enough to risk everything all over again to keep the
one man i d always wanted but could never have

Billionaire Unmasked
2014-08-21

includes one night with a billionaire billionaire unmasked the prequel

No Ordinary Billionaire
2015-03

from wall street journal bestselling author j s scott dante sinclair never cared about
his family s money all the young billionaire ever wanted was to be a cop and now that
he s a homicide detective in los angeles he s a damn good one but when he is injured
and loses his partner in the line of duty he returns to his vacation home in amesport
maine to recover sarah baxter a brilliant young doctor still struggling with her
stifled upbringing has recently moved from chicago to sleepy amesport to escape her
past hoping to find peace when sarah is assigned to dante s case there s an instant
heat between them they couldn t possibly be more different yet their igniting passion
is impossible to ignore as new feelings awaken within sarah her haunted past returns
threatening her once again but can dante overcome his grief and discover the secrets
sarah is hiding in time to protect and rescue her

Billionaire Unwed Zeke
2021-01-10

you met lia and zeke in billionaire unloved jett and ruby s book now you can find out
what happened to them did lia really end up marrying the wrong guy although this story
is part of the billionaire s obsession series it can be easily be enjoyed as a
standalone friends to lovers billionaire romance lia i thought i had my life all worked
out my wedding had been meticulously planned all i had to do was walk down the aisle
and get married to the man i d been engaged to for over a year pretty easy and
uncomplicated right unfortunately all of my well laid plans go up in smoke when my
fiancé leaves me at the church alone because he found a woman who was better suited for
his snobby world of wealth and privilege after realizing what kind of man my intended
groom really was it was hard not to be more relieved that i d dodged a bullet than i
was heartbroken problem is i still need to get married all of my hopes and dreams are
dependent on me tying the knot by my twenty eighth birthday and that date is closing in
fast way too quickly for me to fall in love all over again as usual my best friend zeke
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conner is there to pick up the pieces after i m left at the altar by a jerk he helps me
work through the demoralizing event so i can put it behind me and move on i m stunned
when he offers to marry me himself but it s a bargain i can t really refuse as my
relationship starts to change with my best friend i find myself caught in a web of
sensual desire and unending passion that s as terrifying as it is satisfying probably
because it seems all too real our arrangement was supposed to be temporary a deal
between friends that zeke swore would benefit both of us but as our marriage starts to
feel like so much more than just a charade for me what will happen when it all ends
this book was originally published under the title temporary groom as a part of the now
discontinued left at the altar series it s been completely re written with added
chapters and material and retitled billionaire unwed as part of the billionaire s
obsession series

The Lost Wonderland Diaries
2020

when celia and tyrus discover the four lost diaries of charles dodgson a k a lewis
carroll they are pulled into wonderland and must solve riddles and puzzles to stop the
queen of hearts from opening a door and taking over our world

The Billionaire's Touch
2016

a wall street journal bestseller after a troubling childhood wealthy evan sinclair
likes his life orderly and controlled he rarely gives in to spontaneous urges until he
begins a chance correspondence with a mystery woman who sounds like his complete
opposite she intrigues and amuses him and the interest seems mutual which is more than
he can say for his current obsession miranda tyler the tough as nails sexy
schoolteacher who s made it clear she s not impressed or interested miranda finally has
it all a good job friends and the security of living in the quaint coastal town of
amesport maine she even has an anonymous pen pal a man she s never met yet has bonded
with almost effortlessly the only thing unsettling her life is evan sinclair the
handsome billionaire is arrogant pompous and far too used to getting his way miranda
tries her best to avoid him until evan s steamy kiss turns her world upside down soon
their red hot desire is scorching the sheets and has them both spinning out of control
but when secrets are revealed will their insatiable attraction keep them together or
force them apart in j s scott s the billionaire s touch the eldest sinclair just might
have met his match

Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Microanalysis
2013-11-11

this book has evolved by processes of selection and expansion from its predecessor
practical scanning electron microscopy psem published by plenum press in 1975 the
interaction of the authors with students at the short course on scanning electron
microscopy and x ray microanalysis held annually at lehigh university has helped
greatly in developing this textbook the material has been chosen to provide a student
with a general introduction to the techniques of scanning electron microscopy and x ray
microanalysis suitable for application in such fields as biology geology solid state
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physics and materials science following the format of psem this book gives the student
a basic knowledge of 1 the user controlled functions of the electron optics of the
scanning electron microscope and electron microprobe 2 the characteristics of electron
beam sample inter actions 3 image formation and interpretation 4 x ray spectrometry and
5 quantitative x ray microanalysis each of these topics has been updated and in most
cases expanded over the material presented in psem in order to give the reader
sufficient coverage to understand these topics and apply the information in the
laboratory throughout the text we have attempted to emphasize practical aspects of the
techniques describing those instru ment parameters which the microscopist can and must
manipulate to obtain optimum information from the specimen certain areas in particular
have been expanded in response to their increasing importance in the sem field thus
energy dispersive x ray spectrometry which has undergone a tremendous surge in growth
is treated in substantial detail

Release
2016-01-10

xander royal prince xander demande needs to choose a wife before his thirtieth birthday
or he will lose his crown his list of potential candidates is long but shortens to one
woman after a brief encounter with the socially inept but beautiful and brilliant dr
reanna fielding she never thought prince charming would come for her he never thought
any woman would melt his heart love makes its own rules but will it save her when she
defies not only him but the laws of his kingdom in rubare collina a marriage proposal
can be a dream come true or a death sentence page 4 of cover

Taken by a Trillionaire
2015-05-12

curvy girl sierra ford regrets that she agreed to impersonate her best friend on a
blind date the only guys she s ever met on blind dates were unemployed leeches living
in their parents basements the minute she arrives at the restaurant to meet her mystery
man she wants to leave but knows her friend will kill her if she does when she sees her
date for the first time she almost passes out she recognizes him as billionaire a j
trager why would he need to find a girlfriend on a blind date beautiful women throw
themselves at him 24 hours a day he can have anyone he wants as their date progresses
sierra and a j seem to be hitting it off but he almost seems too interested in her is
he really attracted to this plus size plain jane or is he hiding a scandalous secret
from his past that could rock her to the core buy now

Heart Of The Billionaire
2018-12-19

ruby my name is ruby kent and i m homeless a virgin and terrified when i m kidnapped by
human traffickers and put up for sale on the auction block i m for sale to the highest
bidder and i have no idea what my future will be but i know it s not going to be good i
m waiting for a chance to escape and that opportunity finally comes after i m bought
and paid for unfortunately i have no idea that jett lawson has been sent to rescue me
not hurt me and even after we re both injured during my desperate attempt to run away
he still wants to take care of me problem is i have no idea how to trust anyone or let
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anybody help me i ve always been alone it s safer that way

Billionaire Unloved
2018-02-21

all billionaire rafe sterling wants for christmas is hope malloy but there are things
even money can t buy billionaire philanthropist rafe sterling is a greedy man hope
malloy the sexy and submissive woman of his dreams has agreed to marry him but
christmas is approaching and the feelings evoked by the season make him want his own
gift a wedding date and the promise of a baby or two while she s madly in love with her
fiancé hope wants time to adjust to her new life and rafe s sexy dominant demands can
she take the final steps toward trusting him getting past her submissive fears so they
can have the future they deserve this enchanting steamy holiday bdms romance features
one crazy kitten a mishap with the christmas tree a frustrated billionaire and plenty
of naughty to go with the nice welcome to the titans billionaires a secret society of
the world s most powerful ambitious gentlemen christmas billionaire is a short fun feel
good standalone novella but you may enjoy it more if you have read billionaire s
matchmaker enjoy this magical happily ever after christmas story

Billionaire's Christmas
2018-11-20

heart of the billionaire the billionaire s obsession sam genre adult contemporary
steamy romance author note this novel is the complete story of sam and maddie but
reading the billionaire s obsession the complete collection simon and kara s story
first is highly recommended to enhance your reading pleasure sam and maddie are here
billionaire sam hudson has pretty much lived his life with no apologies because he
tries never to do anything that he s sorry about except for what he had done in the
past to dr madeline reynolds many years and regrets later sam meets up with maddie
again by chance his brother simon is marrying maddie s best friend and the two of them
are forced to be civil but sam wants to be more than polite and he wants another chance
to make things right so he offers maddie a bold proposition an offer he knows she ll
have a very hard time declining even though she hates him dr madeline reynolds adores
her best friend kara and her fiancé simon but being forced into the company of sam
hudson because they are both in simon and kara s wedding is pure torture she s hated
sam for years but when he offers her a bargain something near and dear to her heart she
s torn between her dislike for the man and the offer of something she s always
desperately wanted once sam hudson nearly destroyed her but maddie discovers that
sometimes things aren t always what they appear to be is sam really a devious
heartbreaker or is there something more to him beneath the surface can two people with
so many years of hurt between them learn to trust each other again please note this is
a steamy romance and not appropriate for ya readers the book contains steamy love
scenes language and situations not appropriate for ya readers

Heart of the Billionaire
2013-04

what happens when a woman falls in love with her stalker i m not the type of woman who
actually inspires passion in any guy much less one who makes it a habit to watch me
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because he s obsessed i m a curvy plain jane i like my chips chocolate and junk food
and it definitely shows i m an educated geek who would rather have my nose in a
computer instead of a fashion magazine but none of those things seem to matter to
stalker he sees something in me that i don t see in myself and i don t know why i m
terrified yet i m inexplicably intrigued i m cautious by nature but something makes me
want to know who he is and why he gives a sh t about somebody like me i know falling
for a man i ve never seen in the light of day is dangerous does he stalk me because he
wants to own me control me and make me into the woman he thinks that i am does he want
to hurt me or is he just a lost soul like me and why did it feel so good to touch him
under the cover of darkness is he my nightmare or my dearest stalker getting to know
him might be foolish but for some reason i just can t walk away author s note this is a
red hot sexy curvy girl serial romance with an obsessed alpha male stalker read at your
own risk

Dearest Stalker
2019-06-18

one of the most profound and illuminating studies of this century to have been
published in recent decades john gray new york times book review hailed as a
magisterial critique of top down social planning by the new york times this essential
work analyzes disasters from russia to tanzania to uncover why states so often fail
sometimes catastrophically in grand efforts to engineer their society or their
environment and uncovers the conditions common to all such planning disasters
beautifully written this book calls into sharp relief the nature of the world we now
inhabit new yorker a tour de force charles tilly columbia university

Seeing Like a State
2020-03-17

cryptography in particular public key cryptography has emerged in the last 20 years as
an important discipline that is not only the subject of an enormous amount of research
but provides the foundation for information security in many applications standards are
emerging to meet the demands for cryptographic protection in most areas of data
communications public key cryptographic techniques are now in widespread use especially
in the financial services industry in the public sector and by individuals for their
personal privacy such as in electronic mail this handbook will serve as a valuable
reference for the novice as well as for the expert who needs a wider scope of coverage
within the area of cryptography it is a necessary and timely guide for professionals
who practice the art of cryptography the handbook of applied cryptography provides a
treatment that is multifunctional it serves as an introduction to the more practical
aspects of both conventional and public key cryptography it is a valuable source of the
latest techniques and algorithms for the serious practitioner it provides an integrated
treatment of the field while still presenting each major topic as a self contained unit
it provides a mathematical treatment to accompany practical discussions it contains
enough abstraction to be a valuable reference for theoreticians while containing enough
detail to actually allow implementation of the algorithms discussed now in its third
printing this is the definitive cryptography reference that the novice as well as
experienced developers designers researchers engineers computer scientists and
mathematicians alike will use
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Handbook of Applied Cryptography
2018-12-07

printed in color u s history is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of
most introductory courses the text provides a balanced approach to u s history
considering the people events and ideas that have shaped the united states from both
the top down politics economics diplomacy and bottom up eyewitness accounts lived
experience u s history covers key forces that form the american experience with
particular attention to issues of race class and gender

U.S. History
2023-04-02

former rock star xander sinclair may be out of rehab but he s not out of the woods
still haunted by his parents murders he has secluded himself in his amesport mansion
and believes he s battling his demons alone that is until samantha arrives to work as
his live in housekeeper the two embark on a fiery relationship that could change them
both forever

The Billionaire's Secrets
2017

an important contribution to the literature on contemporary american politics both
methodologically and substantively it breaks new ground journal of sociology social
welfare when scott walker was elected governor of wisconsin the state became the focus
of debate about the appropriate role of government in a time of rising inequality
walker not only survived a bitterly contested recall he was subsequently reelected but
why were the very people who would benefit from strong government services so
vehemently against the idea of big government with the politics of resentment katherine
j cramer uncovers an oft overlooked piece of the puzzle rural political consciousness
and the resentment of the liberal elite rural voters are distrustful that politicians
will respect the distinct values of their communities and allocate a fair share of
resources what can look like disagreements about basic political principles are
therefore actually rooted in something even more fundamental who we are as people and
how closely a candidate s social identity matches our own taking a deep dive into
wisconsin s political climate cramer illuminates the contours of rural consciousness
showing how place based identities profoundly influence how people understand politics
the politics of resentment shows that rural resentment no less than partisanship race
or class plays a major role in dividing america against itself

The Politics of Resentment
2016-03-23

original publication and copyright date 2008
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Water Keep
2013-01-02

from new york times bestselling author j s scott comes the final book in her
captivating wall street journal bestselling series it has been a year since brooke
escaped to the lovely coastal community of amesport maine where no one knows her real
name or what she s been through now she s finally heading back home to california that
means saying goodbye to liam sullivan her millionaire blond god of a boss who s
fulfilled every one of brooke s fantasies if only in her dreams liam has his fantasies
too and he s not letting brooke go when he confesses his feelings it opens the door to
an incendiary romance that s been a long time coming so has brooke s own confession
that the woman liam is falling for has been living a lie but there s a secret about
brooke that even she doesn t know when it s revealed it ll put a whole new spin on her
past her future with liam the true meaning of family and the rewards of following her
heart

Only a Millionaire
2018-06-05

his professional football career over due to a tragic accident billionaire kade
harrison takes on the task of solving a mystery for his brother in law and friend max
hamilton without his former career to fill every minute of the day kade s looking for
something to challenge him now that he s lost the career that had meant everything to
him but what starts out as a simple favor soon becomes a whole lot more than he
bargained for when the woman he s seeking slips away from him every time he gets close
to finding her when kade does finally corner her things start to get even more
complicated asha paritala is nothing like he expected and the female he had tracked
down as a favor for max soon becomes a woman he wants for his very own a woman who
makes protective and highly predatory instincts he didn t know he had flare to life
inside him kade soon discovers that he wants asha s total surrender to the desire and
passion that vibrates intensely between the two of them but he also wants her trust the
one thing asha s history makes it difficult for her to give can kade convince her that
some things are worth risking it all caught between two worlds asha paritala is
homeless broke and damaged from a life of abuse and neglect born of an american mother
and an indian immigrant father asha was raised as an indian woman by a foster family
after the death of her natural parents when she was little more than a baby she s spent
her entire life under the control of others until finally breaking free two years
earlier and she s determined to keep her freedom even if it means she has to struggle
to survive but when she meets kade harrison her resolve is tested after kade helps her
through a bad situation she finds herself beginning to trust kade as she s never
trusted a man before kade is everything she always thought a man should be but can she
lose herself in him completely when she knows she s damaged and confused

The Billionaire's Game
2014-01-26

lara bailey isn t in rocky springs for the hot springs the resort activities or the
fabulous skiing she has come to colorado for one reason and one reason only to find and
get close to marcus colter the eldest colter brother unfortunately trouble finds her in
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the form of tate colter rather than marcus the youngest colter brother is arrogant
cocky smart and tenacious in his attempts to find out why she wants to find marcus even
though she s never met him lara isn t willing to divulge that information and tate is
determined to uncover her motives it makes tate one hot wickedly sexy adorably dimpled
alpha male pain in her backside lara is really confused when tate helps her out of a
difficult and potentially dangerous situation it leaves lara wondering if he really is
the cocky arrogant jerk that he pretends to be or if there isn t much more to tate
colter than she d initially thought tate colter wants lara bailey in his bed badly when
she completely blows him off and ignores him when they meet he s even more determined
to find out her secrets and get her to submit to the molten desire that radiates
between the two of them the fact that she s one tough female a woman who can give back
exactly what he dishes out makes her even more intriguing to him sparks fly as tate and
lara become involved in a battle of wits and wills that will ignite flames of passion
and desire like neither one of them have ever experienced but when deception is
discovered and a betrayal takes place can these two adversaries who are so much alike
work together without letting the white hot passion burning between them incinerate
them both

Billionaire Untamed
2015-01-24

julius caesar is one of the most well known conqueror the world has ever had discover
his incredible life how he became a legend and the incomparable boldness of this
incredible ruler julius caesar is quite an enigmatic figure to contemplate he is often
viewed as an upholder of liberty the hero of the roman republic but in truth he died a
dictator in another strange turn of events his assassins were those that he had granted
full pardons to in his famous acts of clemency caesar was a man who was often found to
be a polarizing figure he was loved by the general public but hated by his peers in the
senate he was also known for being a cold and tactical logistician and yet he famously
let his passions get the better of him when he encountered the beauty of the egyptian
queen cleopatra the life of julius caesar was a complicated one to be sure he has been
denounced as a despot as many times as he has been hailed as a champion of justice he
was a man who practiced both mercy and vengeance he crucified his enemies just as
easily as he granted them clemency just as sure as his greatest benefactor pompey
became his greatest enemy caesar was a man who could make and break alliances quite
easily caesar was a man who strode across the world stage not only as a conqueror and
master statesman but as a true virtuoso of the human condition he knew exactly what
made people tick and he knew how to take advantage of it read about the life the legend
and the unparalleled hutzpah of this incredible conqueror after reading this book in an
hour you will know everything about the life and legacy of julius caesar scroll back up
and click the buy now button on top right side of this page for an immediate download
download free with kindle unlimited

History's Greatest Conquerors
2019-01-31

this no fluff book contains detailed step by step training perfect for both the
complete newbie or seasoned pro looking to build a killer house flipping business in
this book you ll discover how to get financing for your deals even with no cash and
poor credit how to evaluate a potential market or farm area what types of properties
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you should buy where and from whom how to find great deals from motivated sellers how
to evaluate deals quickly and accurately how to make competitive offers and complete
your due diligence efficiently and effectively how to create a scope of work a budget
and a schedule how to hire the best contractors and manage your rehab to completion how
to get your properties under contract for top dollar how to get your property to the
closing table as efficiently as possible so you can collect your check

The Book on Flipping Houses
2019

what happens when a woman falls in love with her stalker i m not the type of woman who
actually inspires passion in any guy much less one who makes it a habit to watch me
because he s obsessed i m a curvy plain jane i like my chips chocolate and junk food
and it definitely shows i m an educated geek who would rather have my nose in a
computer instead of a fashion magazine but none of those things seem to matter to
stalker he sees something in me that i don t see in myself and i don t know why i m
terrified yet i m inexplicably intrigued i m cautious by nature but something makes me
want to know who he is and why he gives a sh t about somebody like me i know falling
for a man i ve never seen in the light of day is dangerous does he stalk me because he
wants to own me control me and make me into the woman he thinks that i am does he want
to hurt me or is he just a lost soul like me and why did it feel so good to touch him
under the cover of darkness is he my nightmare or my dearest stalker getting to know
him might be foolish but for some reason i just can t walk away author s note this is a
red hot sexy curvy girl serial romance with an obsessed alpha male stalker read at your
own risk

Dearest Stalker
2019-06-19

plus size model laura desperately wants to have a baby but when billionaire mason
lawson offers to be the father laura is surprised to find herself both questioning his
motives and considering his offer

Billionaire Unattainable Mason
2019-07-29

after four years of working for the billionaire boss from hell ally caldwell thinks she
finally has her life on the right track her fiance is out of dental school ready to go
to work at a thriving practice and it would finally be her turn to go back and finish
her college degree unfortunately her carefully planned future crumbles when she finds
out that her fiance the man she d nearly killed herself to help get through school has
been cheating on her with her wedding looming in the near future ally s blindsided
realizing she d never even knew the man she d been planning to marry suddenly her
carefully organized life is turned upside down and not one single thing is turning out
the way it was supposed to happen even her boss travis the tyrant is beginning to act
differently throwing ally into an even more confused and chaotic state of mind travis
the one man who she d always counted on to be a jerk was now the guy who actually steps
up to try and help her straighten her life out again unfortunately she doesn t much
care for his highhanded arrogance or his methods of helping ally wants to hate travis
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it makes her life so much simpler to fight with him than to admit to the combustible
chemistry growing between the two of them but as she begins to see more and more of the
real travis beneath his dark facade she can t seem to resist the dangerous lure of
their unlikely attraction billionaire travis harrison does everything he possibly can
to repair the harrison name after a scandal nearly destroyed his family years ago he
makes sure he keeps himself and his actions in check his emotions buried under a thick
layer of ice only his secretary and assistant alison caldwell makes him come close to
losing his carefully constructed image the obstinate female keeps shoving him closer
and closer to the edge of sanity every single day but when he finds out about her
fiance s betrayal his protective instincts roar to life inside him making him want to
ensure she s never hurt again the only problem is ally doesn t want his help and the
infuriating woman does everything she can to push him away even as the two of them are
swept into an undeniable passion that neither of them can possibly ignore before long
travis finds himself in ruthless pursuit of something much more important and elusive
than just a business deal can these two very different very stubborn people actually be
meant to be together find out if travis and ally can let down their defenses and
surrender to a love so powerful it will rock them to the depths of their souls in
billionaire undone book five of the billionaire s obsession series 18 only

Billionaire Undone
2014-05-11

billionaire max hamilton thought he was finally starting to find contentment more than
two years after losing his wife mia in a tragic drowning accident he d been reunited
with a sister he hadn t realized existed finally he had family again a reprieve from
the pain and loneliness that had haunted him since his devastating loss yeah he was as
happy as a man could be considering he had lost the other half of his soul and most of
his heart when fate had torn his wife away from him or so he believed until the day he
rescued a mysterious woman in the park a female who somehow had managed to reignite a
part of him that he thought was long dead suddenly max s protective dominant possessive
male instincts flare to life leaving him at a loss as to how lightning could possibly
strike twice in one lifetime is he truly being given another chance at real happiness
or would it be dangled in front of him only to be taken away once again find out by
reading the billionaire s salvation book 3 in the new york times bestselling series the
billionaire s obsession this is a complete contemporary erotic romance novel with no
cliffhangers

The Billionaire's Salvation
2013-09

in 2004 richard starkings spent election day with fan favorite artist j scott campbell
talking about his first ten years in comics richly illustrated with black and white art
from campbell s files the conversation covers gen 13 danger girl wildsiderz and
triggered his association with spider man also features a 16 page color section

J. Scott Campbell
2015
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